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Abstract
A central challenge in science is to understand how behaviors emerge from complex networks.
This often requires reusing and integrating heterogeneous information. Supplementary spread-
sheets to journal articles are a key data source. Spreadsheets are popular because they are
easy to read and write. However, spreadsheets are often difficult to reanalyze because they
capture data ad hoc without schemas that outline the objects, relationships, and attributes that
they represent. To help researchers reuse and compose spreadsheets, we developed ObjTa-
bles, a toolkit that structures human-readable spreadsheets with schemas. ObjTables includes
a format for schemas, a markup language for indicating the class and attribute represented by
each spreadsheet and column, and software for using schemas to read, write, validate, com-
pare, merge, split, revision, and analyze spreadsheets. ObjTables supports a wide range of
data types. By making spreadsheets easier to reuse, ObjTables could enable unprecedented
secondary meta-analyses. By making it easy to build new formats and associated software for
new types of data, ObjTables can also accelerate emerging scientific fields.
1. Introduction
A central challenge in science is to understand how behaviors emerge from complex networks.
This often requires integrating multiple types of information from varied sources. For example,
a key goal of systems biology is to create whole-cell models that predict phenotype from geno-
type1,2 by combining genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic, biochemical, microscopy
and other data.
Integrating heterogeneous data requires obtaining high-quality, well-annotated data in clear for-
mats and software for parsing and manipulating the data. One way to achieve this is to develop
structured domain-specific formats, repositories, and software. For example, genetic data can be
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represented by FASTA,3 FASTQ,4 and Binary Sequence Alignment Map5 files; shared via repos-
itories such as GenBank6 and the Sequence Read Archive;7 and analyzed by software such as
the Genome Analysis Toolkit.8
Because it takes substantial effort to create domain-specific tools, scientists often share data via
simpler, more flexible, and less structured mechanisms. This includes journal articles; spread-
sheets; file-sharing platforms such as Dryad,9 FAIRDOMHub,10 FigShare, and Zenodo; and code
repositories such as GitHub.
Supplementary spreadsheets to journal articles are one of the most popular mechanisms for shar-
ing scientific data because they are human-readable and easy to read and write with widely-
available, user-friendly software such as Microsoft Excel and LibreOffice Calc. Spreadsheets are
also ubiquitous in industry.11 For example, over 650 million people regularly use Microsoft Excel.12
However, it is often difficult to reuse and compose spreadsheets for several reasons. First, the
structure of their worksheets and columns is frequently ad hoc. For example, different authors
often represent similar data with different worksheets and columns, and authors rarely explicitly
communicate the structures of their spreadsheets. Second, spreadsheets frequently lack suffi-
cient metadata for proper interpretation. Third, few software tools provide high-level methods for
working with spreadsheets, such as comparing their semantic meaning and parsing them into data
structures suitable for analysis with programming languages such as Python.
Spreadsheets often have ad hoc structures for several reasons: spreadsheets are frequently de-
signed for human rather than machine readability, spreadsheets only have native support for a few
data types, and spreadsheets have limited native support for multi-dimensional data. In addition to
making spreadsheets difficult to reuse, their ad hoc structures make them challenging to validate,
which leads to frequent errors.13–16
Schemas, or descriptions of the types of objects in a dataset, their possible relationships, and
their attributes, could make spreadsheets easier to reuse. Schemas could help authors create
high-quality spreadsheets by enabling software that can find errors such as invalid data types,
invalid relationships, and invalid values of enumerated attributes. Such quality control would make
spreadsheets more reliable and, in turn, more reusable. Schemas would also enable authors to
communicate the structure of their spreadsheets, which would make them easier for others to
parse and reuse.
Schemas have long been used with relational databases, such as SQLite. Due to the similar-
ities between spreadsheets and databases, over the past decade, researchers have begun to
explore enhancing spreadsheets with database-style schemas. For example, IDEOM outlines
tables for metabolomics data;17 ISA-Tab outlines tables and columns for capturing experimental
studies;18 MAGE-TAB outlines table for capturing microarray data;19 and SBtab outlines tables for
describing biochemical data and models.20 However, IDEOM, ISA-Tab, MAGE-TAB, and SBtab
are limited to specific domains. DataSpread21 links spreadsheets with schemas via relational
databases. However, this hybrid approach is cumbersome because it requires users to run a
database. Tyszkiewicz22 and Cunha et al.23 have explored encoding relational databases into
spreadsheets. However, their approaches create cumbersome spreadsheets that mirror the ta-
bles of a relational database, which are difficult for humans to read, negating some of the benefits
of spreadsheets.
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Figure 1. Overview of the ObjTables toolkit for structured, human-readable spreadsheets. ObjTables formats and
software help researchers build, integrate, and combine high-quality datasets by combining the ease of use of spread-
sheets (a) with the rigor of schemas (c) and the computational power of imperative programming (e). This combination
enables researchers to read and write datasets as spreadsheets with widely-available, user-friendly programs such as
Microsoft Excel (a), use schemas (c) and the ObjTables software (b) to parse spreadsheets into data structures (e), and
use these data structures and the ObjTables software to rigorously validate datasets, as well as systematically compare,
merge, split, revision, migrate, analyze, and pretty-print datasets (d). The ObjTables software can also convert datasets
to JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) for analysis in other programming languages and to comma- and tab-separated
values (CSV and TSV) files for revisioning with version control systems such as Git.
While spreadsheets are similar to databases, we believe that schemas need to be tailored for the
unique features of spreadsheets. One salient difference between spreadsheets and databases
is that spreadsheets often emphasize human readability, whereas databases typically emphasize
machine computability. One common mechanism for making a spreadsheet human-readable is
to use multiple levels of headers to group related columns. Grouping columns corresponds to a
database query that joins two tables. A second common mechanism is to use grammars to encode
information into strings in individual cells. For example, scientists often encode the participants
in a chemical reaction, their stoichiometries, and it’s reversibility into a string (e.g., A + B→ 2 C).
Embedding grammars into cells corresponds to a database query that encodes one or more joined
tables into a single string-valued column.
Despite their limitations, spreadsheets continue to be one of the most popular mechanisms for
sharing data. Toward higher quality and more reusable spreadsheets, we developed ObjTables,
an open-source toolkit for structuring human-readable spreadsheets with schemas tailored for
spreadsheets (Fig. 1). The toolkit melds the ease of use of spreadsheets with the rigor of schemas
and the power of imperative programming. ObjTables includes a simple format for describing
schemas for human-readable spreadsheets; simple markup syntax for indicating the schema class
and attribute represented by each worksheet and column and capturing metadata; and software
for using schemas to systematically read, write, validate, compare, merge, split, revision, migrate,
and manipulate spreadsheets. The ObjTables software is available through four interfaces: a web
application, a command-line program, a REST API, and a Python package.
ObjTables emphasizes spreadsheets that are both human and machine-readable so that spread-
sheets can be easily read and written with widely-available software such as Excel, as well
as systematically quality controlled and manipulated. ObjTables achieves machine and human-
readability through several features. ObjTables uses schemas to explicitly capture the structures
of spreadsheets, and the ObjTables software uses these schemas to systematically parse, vali-
date, and analyze spreadsheets. ObjTables spreadsheets support grouped columns with bi-level
headings and embedded grammars. Grouped columns and grammars enable users to design
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normalized schemas and map multiple classes to a single worksheet. Additionally, the ObjTables
software can pretty-print spreadsheets by highlighting, freezing, and protecting column headings;
embedding descriptions of columns into notes on their headings; hiding unused rows and columns;
and creating an additional table of contents worksheet that contains the name and description of
each data worksheet.
In addition to reading, writing, and validating spreadsheets, the ObjTables software provides sev-
eral advanced features for reusing spreadsheets. (a) The software can help researchers compare
datasets reported by multiple investigators by identifying differences in their semantic meaning.
(b) The software can help researchers integrate information from multiple sources by merging
spreadsheets. (c) The software can help researchers develop schemas and datasets iteratively
by revisioning schemas and spreadsheets and migrating spreadsheets between versions of their
schemas. (d) The software makes it easy to analyze spreadsheets with packages such as Pan-
das and SciPy by parsing spreadsheets into data structures suitable for programming languages
such as Python. Together, these features can help teams of researchers develop and analyze
spreadsheets collaboratively.
Here, we describe the ObjTables toolkit and demonstrate how it can facilitate data reuse and in-
tegration. First, we describe the toolkit, including the format for schemas, the markup syntax for
spreadsheets, and the software tools. Due to the popularity of spreadsheets, we believe that
ObjTables could accelerate the integration of data into holistic models. ObjTables can also accel-
erate emerging fields by making it easy to develop new domain-specific formats and associated
software.
2. Results
2.1. Toolkit for structured, human-readable spreadsheets
The ObjTables toolkit includes several interrelated tools for creating, validating, and reusing struc-
tured, human-readable spreadsheets. Here, we outline the components of the toolkit including
the format for structured, human-readable spreadsheets; the format for schemas and supported
datatypes; software tools for validating, comparing, and pretty-printing spreadsheets; and a Python
package for more advanced operations such as analyzing, merging, splitting, revisioning, and mi-
grating spreadsheets. More examples, tutorials, and documentation are available at https://obj
tables.org.
2.1.1. Format for structured, human-readable spreadsheets
ObjTables builds upon the Open Office Spreadsheet XML format (XLSX). To make spreadsheets
both machine and human-readable, ObjTables incorporates the additional layout conventions and
markup syntax described below. As an example, Fig. 2 illustrates how a dataset of the transcripts
and genes of an organism can be encoded into a spreadsheet.
Declaring that a spreadsheet is encoded in the ObjTables format. To communicate that a
spreadsheet uses the ObjTables format, ObjTables includes an additional worksheet that contains
a table of contents for the spreadsheet. The first row of the table of contents worksheet contains
a single cell which begins with the markup !!!ObjTables. As described below, this row can also
contain metadata about the dataset. The other rows of the table of contents worksheet describe
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a. ‘Table of contents’ worksheet
!!!ObjTables objTablesVersion=‘1.0.0’ type=‘TableOfContents’ author=‘John Doe’ date=‘2020-05-01’
!Table !Description !Number of objects
Schema Structure of the worksheets and columns
Genes Genes in the genome 2
Transcripts RNA variants expressed from the genome 4
b. ‘Schema’ worksheet
!!!ObjTables objTablesVersion=‘1.0.0’ type=‘Schema’
!Name !Type !Parent Format !Verbose name
Gene Class row Gene
id Attribute Gene String Id
symbol Attribute Gene String Symbol
location Attribute Gene ManyToOne(’Location’, related_name=’genes’) Location
Transcript Class row Transcript
id Attribute Transcript String Id
gene Attribute Transcript ManyToOne(’Gene’, related_name=’transcripts’) Gene
location Attribute Transcript ManyToOne(’Location’, related_name=’transcripts’) Location
Location Class multiple_cells Location
chromosome Attribute Location String Chromosome
five_prime Attribute Location PositiveInteger 5’
three_prime Attribute Location PositiveInteger 3’
c. ‘Genes’ worksheet
!!!ObjTables type=‘Data’ class=‘Gene’
!Location
!Id !Symbol !Chromosome !5’ !3’
ENSG00000130203 APOE 19 44,905,791 44,909,393
ENSG00000139618 BRCA2 13 32,315,086 32,400,266
d. ‘Transcripts’ worksheet
!!!ObjTables type=‘Data’ class=‘Transcript’
!Location
!Id !Gene !Chromosome !5’ !3’
ENST00000252486.9 ENSG00000130203 19 44,905,796 44,909,393
ENST00000425718.1 ENSG00000130203 19 44,906,360 44,908,954
ENST00000380152.7 ENSG00000139618 13 32,315,474 32,400,266
ENST00000544455.5 ENSG00000139618 13 32,315,480 32,399,668
Figure 2. ObjTables-formatted spreadsheet for a dataset of human genes and their transcript variants. The
first worksheet (a) contains a table of contents for the spreadsheet. The second worksheet (b) describes the schema
for the spreadsheet. The schema includes three classes (‘Gene’, ‘Transcript’, and ‘Location’) that interact via three
relationships (parent gene of each transcript and the location of each gene and transcript). The classes are encoded
into two worksheets, one for genes and one for transcripts, by using gene ids to encode the parent gene of each
transcript and embedding a group of columns for the location of each gene and transcript into the worksheets for genes
and transcripts. The data worksheets (c, d) describe the genes and transcripts in the dataset. Supplementary File 1 is
an XLSX version of this example.
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and provide hyperlinks to the worksheets which represent the data. ObjTables indicates the table
of contents worksheet with the title !!_Table of contents.
Encoding data into spreadsheets. To help researchers find information in spreadsheets, ObjTa-
bles encodes each principal class of object in a dataset into a separate worksheet. For example,
a dataset of genes and their transcript variants would be encoded into two worksheets. ObjTa-
bles uses two mechanisms to declare that a worksheet represents data. First, data worksheets
have titles that begin with the markup !!, followed by the name of the class represented by the
worksheet. Second, the first row of each data worksheet begins with the markup !!ObjTables
type=‘Data’ class=‘class-name ’.
ObjTables encodes each principal object into a single row in the corresponding worksheet for its
class. For example, each gene would be encoded into a row in the ‘Genes’ worksheet.
ObjTables encodes each attribute of each class into a separate column. For example, the id,
symbol, chromosome, and 3’ and 5’ coordinates of genes would be represented by five columns.
ObjTables encodes the attribute represented by each column into an additional heading row before
the data rows. Each heading begins with the markup !, followed by the name of the attribute
represented by the column.
To help make datasets easy to understand, ObjTables can encode related attributes into adjacent
columns. ObjTables indicates column groups by including an additional heading that spans all
of the associated columns in an extra row above the headings for the individual columns. These
headings also begin with the markup !, followed by the name of the group of attributes. For
example, columns that represent the chromosome and 5’ and 3’ coordinates of genes could be
located next to each other and indicated with the joint heading !Location.
ObjTables utilizes three mechanisms to encode attributes that represent relationships between
objects into spreadsheets. First, schemas can define a primary attribute for each class, and Ob-
jTables can use their values to reference related objects. An object related via a one-to-one or
many-to-one relationship can be encoded into the value of its primary attribute. Objects related
via a one-to-many or many-to-many relationship can be encoded into a delimited list of the values
of the related objects. To ensure these references can be resolved, schemas must also declare
each primary attribute to be unique. Second, as described above, one-to-one and many-to-one re-
lationships can be encoded into a group of adjacent columns. Third, ObjTables can use grammars
to serialize related objects into a single string-valued column.
Encoding metadata into spreadsheets. ObjTables can encode multiple levels of metadata into
spreadsheets. Metadata about an entire dataset can be encoded into the first cell of the table
of contents worksheet as pairs of keys and values. For example, the author of a dataset can be
captured by the syntax author=‘John Doe’. Similarly, metadata about a class can be encoded
into the first cell of the corresponding worksheet. Metadata about an object can be encoded into
an additional row above the row that represents the object. Metadata rows contain a single cell
that contains a textual comment between the markup delimiters /% and %/.
Encoding schema documentation into spreadsheets. To best leverage spreadsheet programs
such as Microsoft Excel as editors for ObjTables datasets, to the extent permitted by the XLSX for-
mat, ObjTables encodes the type of each attribute and constraints on its values into validations of
the corresponding column. For attributes that represent enumerations and one-to-one and many-
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to-one relationships, this provides users dropdown menus for selecting values. This validation can
help users quickly find errors, such as an invalid value of an enumerated attribute. Due to the few
validations supported by the XLSX format, ObjTables can only encode limited schema information
into spreadsheets.
To help make spreadsheets easy to understand, ObjTables also embeds descriptions of each
attribute into notes on their column headings. These notes serve as inline documentation for the
schema for the dataset.
Pretty-printing spreadsheets. To make column headings easy to read, ObjTables bolds, shades,
and freezes the header row(s) of each worksheet.
2.1.2. Format for schemas for structured, human-readable spreadsheets
ObjTables represents datasets as attribute graphs, or graphs of typed objects. For example, the
dataset of genes and transcripts in Fig. 2 is composed of instances of three classes (genes,
transcripts, and locations) which are linked via three relationships (between transcripts and genes,
genes and locations, and transcripts and genes) and which have several attributes (gene and
transcript ids, gene symbols, and 3’ and 5’ coordinates).
ObjTables provides a simple tabular format for describing the classes, relationships, and attributes
that comprise a dataset and how they are encoded into worksheets, rows, and columns. Schema
tables contain one row for each class, relationship, and attribute, and have four required and
additional optional columns. Fig. 2b shows an example schema for datasets of genes and their
transcript variants.
Classes. The name of each class and the title of the corresponding worksheet are defined via
the !Name column. Each name must begin with a letter and be composed of letters, numbers, and
underscores. The !Type column indicates whether each row defines a class (value of Class) or
relationship or attribute (value of Attribute). The !Parent column can indicate the superclass
of each class. Subclasses inherit their parents’ relationships and attributes. The !Format column
indicates how each class is encoded into spreadsheets; the value row indicates that the class is
encoded into its own worksheet, the value multiple_cells indicates that the class is encoded
into groups of columns in the corresponding worksheets for its related classes, and the value
cell indicates that the class is encoded into a single column in the corresponding worksheets
for its related classes using a grammar. The optional !Verbose name column can define a more
human-readable title for the corresponding worksheet or column heading of each class.
Relationships and attributes. The name of each relationship and attribute and the heading of the
corresponding column is defined via the !Name column. Similar to classes, names must begin with
letters and include letters, numbers, and underscores. The !Type column indicates whether each
row defines a class (value of Class) or relationship or attribute (value of Attribute). The !Parent
column indicates the parent class of each relationship and attribute. The !Format column indicates
the type of each relationship and attribute and constraints on their values. The !Format column
can also indicate the primary attribute of each class, which can be used to encode relationships
between objects into spreadsheets. The optional !Verbose name column can define more human-
readable column headings.
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ObjTables support four types of relationships: one-to-one (indicated by the format OneToOne), one-
to-many (OneToMany), many-to-one (ManyToOne), and many-to-many (ManyToMany). Relationship
formats have two required arguments that indicate the related class.
To support scientific data, ObjTables provides a broad range of types of attributes. This includes
attributes for Booleans; integers; floats; strings; dates; times; arrays; data frames; symbolic math-
ematical expressions; quantities and units; uncertainties; identifiers; ontology terms; chemical
structures and formulae; DNA, RNA, and protein sequences; and sequence features and motifs.
Most of the attributes have optional arguments that can indicate constraints on their values. For
example, the integer attribute type has two optional arguments, min and max, that can indicate
the minimum and maximum valid value of an attribute. More information about the supported
attributes is available at https://objtables.org/docs.
2.1.3. Tools for systematically quality controlling spreadsheets
To help researchers quality control spreadsheets, the ObjTables software can use schemas to
systematically validate datasets. The software supports five levels of validation. First, ObjTables
validates that a spreadsheet uses the ObjTables layout conventions and markup syntax. Second,
ObjTables checks that the value of each attribute of each object is consistent with the constraints
defined in the schema. For example, this can check that each metabolite has an integer-valued
charge and check that each gene has positive 5’ and 3’ coordinates. For relationships encoded
using the primary attribute of the related class, ObjTables checks that each relationship can be
decoded. For example, this can check that the parent gene of each transcript is defined. Fourth,
ObjTables can check that the values of each primary attribute are unique. For example, this
can check that each gene and transcript has a unique id. In addition, researchers can use the
ObjTables Python package to define more holistic validations of entire objects and datasets. For
example, researchers can use this to validate that chemical reactions are element-balanced.
2.1.4. Tools for programmatically creating, querying, editing and analyzing spreadsheets
To help researchers work with spreadsheets programmatically, the ObjTables Python package can
generate high-level data structures and methods for working with the datasets of a schema. (a)
The Python package can generate Python classes for representing the datasets of a schema. (b)
Researchers can use the methods of these classes to create instances of the classes, get and set
their properties, link them to other objects, and find objects within datasets. The Python package
can also import and export instances of these classes to and from spreadsheet files. (c) These
classes make it easy to use Python to analyze datasets.
2.1.5. Tools for comparing the semantic meaning of spreadsheets
To help researchers compare datasets, the ObjTables software can use schemas to determine
whether two datasets are semantically equivalent and identify their differences. ObjTables deter-
mines whether two datasets are equivalent by aligning their graph representations and identifying
the differences in the nodes, edges, and attributes of these representations. This approach ignores
the order of the objects, relationships, and attributes within datasets (e.g., orders of worksheets,
rows, and columns), which is often not semantically meaningful. For example, a researcher could
use this to compare two reconstructions of the metabolic network of the same organism published
by two different researchers.
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2.1.6. Tools for merging and splitting spreadsheets
To help researchers integrate data, the ObjTables software can automatically merge and split
datasets. The software can merge datasets by representing datasets as graphs, aligning their
nodes and edges, and taking the union of their edges. For example, a researcher could use this
to merge separate datasets of intracellular metabolite concentrations, the reactants and products
of metabolic reactions, and the kinetic rates of metabolic reactions into a single multi-dimensional
dataset.
Conversely, the software can split a dataset by representing it as a graph, cutting a specified
set of edges, and collecting the resulting connected subgraphs. For example, this could help a
researcher analyze a specific intracellular pathway within a large dataset of multiple pathways by
extracting the information about that pathway from the dataset.
2.1.7. Tools for revisioning and migrating spreadsheets
ObjTables provides two features to help researchers develop datasets iteratively and collabora-
tively. First, the ObjTables software can help researchers revision datasets by exporting datasets
to CSV or TSV files, committing changes to a version control system such as Git, and merging or
identifying conflicts between versions of datasets. Together, this can help a team of researchers
work together to develop a dataset. Second, the ObjTables software can help researchers revise
a schema and update its datasets for the changes by exporting the schema to CSV or TSV file,
committing the schema to a version control system, and applying the changes to the schema to
its datasets (e.g., adding, removing, and renaming classes and attributes). This feature can help
emerging fields develop schemas iteratively as new methodologies and information arise.
2.1.8. Tools for converting spreadsheets to and from alternative formats
In addition to XLSX, the ObjTables software can encode and decode datasets into and out of the
comma- and tab-separated values (CSV and TSV), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), and YAML
Ain’t Markup Language (YAML) formats. We recommend using XLSX for viewing, editing, and
sharing datasets. We recommend using JSON for importing datasets into programming languages
for further analysis. We recommend using CSV or TSV for revisioning datasets because they are
the most compatible with version control systems such as Git.
2.1.9. Tools for visualizing the structure of a spreadsheet
To help researchers understand data, the ObjTables software can generate UML diagrams for
schemas.
2.1.10. User interfaces
The ObjTables toolkit provides four interfaces: a web application, a command-line program, a
REST API, and a Python library. The web application, command-line program, and REST API
provide the core features described above for validating, comparing, pretty-printing, and converting
datasets and visualizing schemas. In addition to these core features, researchers can use the
Python package to implement attributes for additional types; customize how objects and entire
datasets are validated; merge and split datasets; revision schemas and datasets; migrate datasets
between versions of their schemas; and programmatically construct, edit, query, and analyze
datasets. More information about the Python package is available at https://objtables.org/docs.
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3. Discussion
As discussed above, the ObjTables toolkit structures human-readable spreadsheets by combin-
ing them with schemas and software tools for using these schemas to parse, validate, and ana-
lyze spreadsheets. This enables researchers to leverage the simplicity of spreadsheets, the rigor
of schemas, and the power of imperative programming. Researchers can use user-friendly pro-
grams such as Microsoft Excel to view and edit spreadsheets and use schemas and the ObjTables
software to validate, compare, merge, split, revision, migrate, and analyze spreadsheets.
To avoid barriers that could deter researchers from creating structured, reusable spreadsheets,
ObjTables schemas and datasets can be read and written with any spreadsheet program such as
Microsoft Excel or LibreOffice Calc, without any additional plugin, macro, or other software. We
hope that the low barrier to using ObjTables will facilitate its adoption.
Despite their limitations, ObjTables focuses on spreadsheets because they are one of the most
common mechanisms for sharing data. In particular, spreadsheets are one of the most common
formats for supplementary data to journal articles. Consequently, we believe that ObjTables has
the potential to systemize a substantial fraction of our scientific data.
In the short-term, we expect that ObjTables will help increase the quality and transparency of sci-
entific spreadsheets by helping authors validate their datasets and communicate their structures
to others. In turn, this will make it easier for other researchers to reanalyze and extract additional
insights from published datasets. Long-term, once there is a substantial number of structured
spreadsheets, we anticipate that the ObjTables software tools make it easy for researchers to inte-
grate datasets, which will enable more extensive and more comprehensive datasets that can help
researchers gain new insights into complex systems through unprecedented meta-analyses. For
example, we anticipate that ObjTables will help systems biologists assemble diverse information
into global biochemical networks of entire cells. Additionally, we believe that ObjTables can accel-
erate emerging fields by making it easier for emerging domains to develop new formats for new
kinds of information.
3.1. Extending ObjTables to support additional domains
Although ObjTables can be applied to any domain, the current attributes make ObjTables best-
suited for systems biology. To make ObjTables more powerful for additional fields, we aim to
encourage and help other fields implement additional attributes. Furthermore, to make it easy
for developers to share these additional attributes with users, we will encourage developers to
contribute attributes to the ObjTables Git repository through pull requests. We plan to periodically
release new versions of ObjTables as developers contribute additional attributes.
3.2. Encouraging community adoption as a standard for structured spreadsheets
Realizing the full potential of ObjTables as a platform for comparing and composing data will
require acceptance by the scientific community. We have begun to advertise ObjTables by reg-
istering ObjTables with the EMBRACE Data And Methods (EDAM) ontology of formats24 and the
FAIRsharing registry of formats25 and by sending announcements to community mailing lists. Cur-
rently, we encourage users to provide input through GitHub issues or pull requests. Long-term,
we aspire to form a committee to govern ObjTables. Long-term, we also aim to push the commu-
nity to support reusable datasets by encouraging journals to require supplementary tables to be
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submitted in a structured format such as ObjTables.
4. Methods
4.1. Implementation of the ObjTables software
We implemented the ObjTables software tools in Python. We implemented reading and writing
CSV, TSV, XLSX, and YAML files with OpenPyXL, pyexcel, PyYAML, and XlsxWriter. We used
Lark to implement support for grammars. We implemented the mathematics, science, chemistry,
and biology attributes using the Biopython,26 BpForms,27 BcForms,27 NumPy, Open Babel,28 Pint,
Pronto, SymPy,29 and Uncertainties packages. We implemented the revisioning and migration
features using GitPython. We implemented the schema visualization feature using GraphViz. We
implemented the web application, command-line program, and REST API using Zurb Foundation,
cement, and Flask-RESTPlus, respectively.
4.2. Testing of the ObjTables software
We used unittest to implement extensive unit tests of the ObjTables software with over 98% cov-
erage. Furthermore, we used CircleCI and pytest to execute the tests each time we revised the
code. We assessed the line coverage of the tests using coverage and Coveralls.
4.3. Code availability
4.3.1. Software
ObjTables is released open-source under the MIT license. Additionally, a license to ChemAxon
Marvin, which is freely available to academic researchers, is needed to execute some of the meth-
ods of the chemistry attributes.
The web application is available at https://objtables.org/app. The REST API is available at https://
objtables.org/api. The command-line program and Python package are available at https://pypi.
org/project/obj-tables. A Dockerfile for building a Docker image and the source code are available
at https://github.com/KarrLab/obj_tables.
4.3.2. Examples, tutorials, and documentation
Documentation for the format for schemas, data types, and markup syntax for spreadsheets and
examples are available at https://objtables.org. Documentation for the command-line program and
REST API are available inline. Interactive tutorials and documentation for the Python package are
available at http://sandbox.karrlab.org and http://docs.karrlab.org.
4.3.3. Version information
This manuscript describes version 1.0.0 of ObjTables.
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